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	MGH Cardiology Board Review, 9781447144823 (1447144821), Springer, 2013

	MGH Cardiology Board Review is intended for physicians studying for the Cardiology Board Examination (Initial Certification or Re-certification) and for any busy practitioners who would like to review high-yield cardiology such as those in cardiology, emergency medicine, internal medicine, family practice, or even surgery. Designed for those on the go, each section is meant to be completed in 30 minutes; and at 30 minutes a day, the reader will have a complete overview of up-to-date information in 30 days. Each section has a concise didactic followed by a questions section with an identical format to the Cardiovascular Board Examination of the American Board of Internal Medicine.This book is from the Massachusetts General Hospital’s Cardiology Division, one of the most respected cardiology programs in the world and is its first Cardiology review book.
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Angular 6 for Enterprise-Ready Web Applications: Deliver production-ready and cloud-scale Angular web appsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A hands-on guide with a minimalist and flexible approach that enables quick learning and rapid delivery of cloud-ready enterprise applications with Angular 6

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore tools and techniques to push your web app to the next level
	
			Master Angular app design and...




		

Lean Architecture: for Agile Software DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Harry Grinnell, who was co-author James Coplien’s grandfather, was a
	life-long postal worker, but many of his life’s accomplishments can be
	found in his avocations. His father was an alcoholic and his mother a
	long-suffering religious woman. Grandpa Harry dropped out of school
	after eighth year to take a job in a coal yard...


		

Computational Intelligence and Feature Selection: Rough and Fuzzy Approaches (IEEE Press Series on Computational Intelligence)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
This book provides readers with the background and fundamental ideas behind Feature Selection (FS), with an emphasis on techniques based on rough and fuzzy sets. For readers who are less familiar with the subject, the book begins with an introduction to fuzzy set theory and fuzzy-rough set theory. Next it provides a critical review of FS methods...




	

Unity 2D Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	2D games aren't just fun to play, with this book they're a blast to develop. That's because the guide takes you through every step of creating a fully featured platform game using Unity 4.3, easily and imaginatively.


	Overview

	
		Build a 2D game using the native 2D development support in Unity...



		

Processor Microarchitecture: An Implementation Perspective (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Computers are at the heart of most activities nowadays. A processor is the central component of
	a computer, but nowadays, we can find processors embedded in many other components, such as
	game consoles, consumer electronic devices and cars, just to mention a few.


	This lecture presents a thorough study of the microarchitecture...


		

Programming Entity Framework: Building Data Centric Apps with the ADO.NET Entity FrameworkO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Get a thorough introduction to ADO.NET Entity Framework 4 -- Microsoft's core framework for modeling and interacting with data in .NET applications. The second edition of this acclaimed guide provides a hands-on tour of the framework latest version in Visual Studio 2010 and .NET Framework 4. Not only will you learn how to use EF4...
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